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ROLIE Extension Documents

- ROLIE CSIRT
  - New update posted (MILE WG)
- ROLIE Software Descriptor
  - New update posted (SCAM WG), and another new update.
- ROLIE Discovery
  - New personal draft posted to MILE
- In the future?
  - ROLIE “Search/Query/Filter”
  - ROLIE JSON
ROLIE Core Document

- Published as RFC8322!
- Thanks to anyone who provided feedback

ROLIE Software Descriptor

- New draft version posted (-01)
  - Then, new draft (-02)

- -01 contains minor updates to grammar and reference handling.

- -02 makes normative languages changes. Some questions for the group.
Media Type / Format Questions

- Register new media types? (e.g. application/xml+swid2015)
  - New document or this document?

- Require the use of rolie:format with some URI? (e.g. “format:swid201”)

- Both?
Standards Track

- Document requirements upgraded for interoperability.

- Upgrade to standards track?